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KAREN CONE: MICROSOFT

I’m proud of how much Microsoft has achieved
with its digital transformation vision. This has been
especially the case in the financial services sector,
where pioneers are leading the way using innovative
technologies to deliver new client value and connected
experiences, helping them to thrive in the digital age.
I provide more insight into the digital transformation
that is happening in the sector in the following pages.
Elsewhere in this section, you can also find out
how insurers are harnessing the power of analytics;
discover how Microsoft and Temenos are taking
advantage of the cloud to deliver a more effective and
cost-efficient screening solution; and more.
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Digital transformation
in financial services:

from

strategy
to reality
We discuss Microsoft’s digital transformation strategy and hear from
Karen Cone about the difference it is making in financial services
BY REBECCA L AMBERT

T

here’s a great sense of optimism within
Microsoft at present, and rightly so. The
company’s digital transformation strategy – set out by CEO Satya Nadella – is gaining
acceptance across the business world. “Digital
technology is transforming every industry
in every part of the world,” said Nadella. “At
Microsoft we are helping customers harness the
power of technology to empower employees,
optimise operations, invent new business models
and transform their products for customers.” This
strategy is coming to fruition in the form of customer wins, success stories and new partnerships.
At the end of February, ClearBank – the first
clearing bank to enter the UK market in more
than 250 years – confirmed that it is running its
core operations on the Microsoft Cloud platform.
Built from the ground up on a combined public
and private cloud infrastructure, the bank says
that its modern platform will enable it to offer
new competitive transactional banking services
more cost effectively and efficiently when it
opens for business this coming autumn.
“There are thousands of new fintech startups and challenger banks improving choice,
but the industry will never truly move forward
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while it’s constrained by the challenges of legacy operational structures,” said Nick Ogden,
ClearBank’s executive chairman, during the
launch event on 28 February. “Figures from
the Cruickshank Report indicate that, with the
improved efficiency delivered by ClearBank’s
built-for-purpose technology, between £2bn and
£3bn could be saved from the annual costs that
are paid for transactional banking in the UK.”
Similar success stories are being told across the
financial services industry and beyond.
US life insurance company MetLife is taking
advantage of Microsoft Azure to run complex
actuarial simulation models, delivering high
quality actuarial insights with incredible speed
to decision makers around the globe. This is
resulting in an improved customer experience
and business decision making process, with an
expected 45-55% saving in infrastructure costs.
And, thanks to the Microsoft Dynamics 365
platform, Metro Bank in the UK is able to
provide employees with immediate access to
information, such as branch traffic patterns or a
customer’s account activity. “Technology should
be used to engage people and that’s what we do at
Metro Bank,” says CEO Craig Donaldson.
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Speaking at the FinTech Ideas Festival in San
Francisco, US, Nadella explained that Microsoft’s
mission is grounded in empowering every person and organisation on the planet to achieve
more, and that companies must not simply make
digital products, but also look to engage their
customers digitally.
“There is a broad spectrum of use cases of digital
technology,” Nadella says. “Everyone is a digital
company or software company today. The question
is, how good are you at it? You’ve got to ask yourself what capability you’re building, whether it’s AI,
machine learning, or the digital experience.”
For Karen Cone, who heads up Microsoft’s
financial services division, the reason the digital
transformation strategy is resonating with financial institutions is because it covers off two key
areas of importance – it shows the opportunities
to be had from cutting-edge innovation, but it
also helps to tackle the challenges many businesses face here and now, related to modernising
their legacy systems.
“I call it the ying and the yang,” says Cone. “On
one front we’re working with financial institutions to create innovative customer and employee
experiences. In this instance, it is critical that

there is agility and innovation, and that company
employees are digitally empowered. For example,
we’re helping them to take advantage of advanced
analytics, and push next best offers and actions
that are relevant to individual customers.”
“But on the flipside, we’re also focused on issues
such as risk management, ensuring compliance,
modernising legacy systems and cost reduction,”
continues Cone. “It’s about us helping financial
institutions to rapidly adapt to the changes happening around them, with operational efficiency
and agility.”
Microsoft customers are harnessing developments, including artificial intelligence (AI), the
internet of things (IoT), and high performance
computing as part of their digital transformation
journey. Mitsubishi UFJ Securities International,
for example, is using high-performance computing grids in Microsoft Azure to scale its compute
power to support its risk computations and regulatory compliance. This has helped the company
save millions of dollars in servers and data centre
space. By using sensors (IoT) to collect preventative maintenance data from ATMs and analyse it
in the Azure Cloud, Diebold Nixdorf has reduced
its maintenance costs by 90%.

Satya Nadella shared
Microsoft’s digital
transformation vision
with Mastercard CEO
Ajay Banga on stage at
the FinTech Ideas Festival
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“I’m particularly excited about the ever-growing
potential of AI and the cloud (which is fuelling
AI),” Cone says. “The promise of AI is possible
now because of three key factors. The first is the
vast amounts of data from devices, sensors and a
world that is being digitised. More than 10 zettabytes of data were generated in 2015, and this
is projected to rise to 180 ZB in 2025. AI will
make it possible to sort through all this information. Second is that we now have almost limitless
computing power in the cloud. And finally, we’re
developing new algorithms that can make sense
of and reason over all of this data.”
Developments around the application programming interface (API) economy are also
allowing financial institutions to build exciting new digital experiences. “It’s giving rise to
the opportunity for new partnerships – both
within and outside of the industry – which
could integrate many current common banking
touchpoints seamlessly into more encompassing customer experiences,” Cone explains. “It’s
ushering banks into a new battleground of integrated services, with the winners claiming the
right to be a customer’s preferred digital point of
entry into banking services. They will differentiate themselves based on insightful predictions of
what customers need, taking advantage of seamless integration and assistive AI to build a full
lifecycle customer purchase journey.”
As the industry continues to push forward
with its innovation efforts, so too is Microsoft.
“When we think about the future of technology,
we believe the answer resides in the notion of
intelligence,” says Cone. “We’re looking into how
we can apply AI to help solve some of the biggest
challenges in financial services. This includes
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areas like financial crime prediction, detection
and prevention, risk management, personalising
the customer experience and next best customer
offers, and providing robo-advisory, chat bot
and other innovative services.”
The company is also making good progress in
areas such as blockchain. Many financial institutions are using the capabilities of over 30 fintechs
in Azure’s Blockchain-a-as-Service to rapidly
develop, test and prove blockchain use cases. This
includes Microsoft’s own treasury department,
which is working with Bank of America Merrill
Lynch to explore uses of distributed ledger technology in areas such as trade financing. The company has also entered partnerships with the likes

“I’m particularly excited about
the ever-growing potential of
AI and the cloud”
KAREN CONE

of R3, Tierion and AMIS. The latter to build Asia’s
first consortium blockchain network on Azure.
“With our financial services industry solutions, global cloud, development and productivity platforms and strong enterprise focus, we’re
positioned to help our customers build new
business models and customer experiences, and
navigate the new collaborative economy,” says
Cone. “Together, we’re showing what’s possible
when you have the capabilities in place to modernise legacy environments and embrace innovation, all while balancing the realities of risk,
regulation and cost pressures.”

Microsoft’s digital
transformation vision
is built around four
pillars, as detailed in
this diagram
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Driving digital
transformation
W I M G E U K E N S : V E R I PA R K

As the financial services industry gets to grips with digital transformation, it must
prepare itself for the next wave of developments, driven by artificial intelligence

T

oday, many new direct business models in
the financial services industry use IT as a
core capability to offer services predominately or even exclusively over online and mobile
channels. Typically, they provide the same types
of accounts and services that traditional bricksand-mortar branches do, but with lower fees. As
they catch up, conventional branch set ups are
adding limited digital functionalities like paperless office, while others are leaning towards pure
digital branches. But more needs to be done.
The world is changing from a digital-first
to a mobile-first strategy. For the tech-savvy
Generation Y, their mobile is their first and, for
some, only screen in their life. If you are not thinking mobile first today, you are five years behind.

“The digital world moves so quickly that
we don’t have to look far into the future
to see the next evolution coming”
The digital world moves so quickly that we don’t
have to look far into the future to see the next evolution coming. In a few years’ time, the mantra that
the most exciting start-ups will be pitching won’t
be ‘mobile first’ but ‘artificial intelligence first’.
Enhanced, real-time, more accurate information
will lead the digital world to make better decisions.
For financial services institutions, it will result in
improved product and service offerings at appropriate price points, allowing them to capture and
lock customers in, and improve profitability.
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Every transaction, call, click, tweet, chat session,
like, post, check-in and so on is a potential source
of information. If they can harness this data, firms
can predict the needs, activities and preferences
of their customers and use them to anticipate customers’ actions, and deliver a tailored, consistent
experience across every channel.
To accomplish this, banks need big data and
advanced analytics technology that connects
insights to customer and employee-facing
channels – technology that can process massive
amounts of data in real time and quickly turn it
into personalised recommendations delivered at
the right time and place.
VeriPark’s Next Best Action solution, built on
Microsoft Cloud technology, empowers banks
and insurance companies to deliver relevant,
timely and coordinated offers. Using Cortana
Intelligence Suite’s big data and advanced analytics capabilities, like machine learning, Next
Best Action analyses data streams to predict the
optimal next actions to take with a given customer. These are delivered as real-time recommendations or automatic actions across inbound
and outbound channels, including mobile, web,
branch, contact centre, e-mail and social media.
Financial institutions can extend Next Best
Action with other solutions like customer insights
and cognitive services to boost their ability to predict business, risk and deliver innovative services.
Welcome to the artificial intelligence-first future.
Wim Geukens is managing director of
VeriPark Europe
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Staying secure
in the cloud
CHRIS HILL: BARRACUDA

In the brave new world of the cloud, retail financial services
organisations across the globe need a trusted security provider

W

hile just a few years ago there was an
air of trepidation surrounding the
cloud, there’s no question that, having
got through what Gartner termed ‘a phase of disillusionment’, retail financial services firms today
see the immense value that it can bring. What’s
more, with the implementation of PDS2, the
rise of fintech competitors and the emergence of
blockchain technologies, many banks are realising that the cloud can be a viable route to success
in the future.
While this is undoubtedly a turning point
for the industry, the growth of regulatory red
tape surrounding data classification and security remains a big concern. Many banks struggle to understand what information needs to
be retained on the private cloud, what can be
kept in the public cloud, how different tiers of
data need to be secured and who is ultimately
responsible for confidential data. This confusion only proliferates as regulations and online
threats multiply.

“The growth of regulatory
red tape surrounding data
classification and security
remains a big concern”
It’s for these reasons that we are giving customers a way to leverage cloud resources without having to worry about how they might

allocate security resources. Available as part of
the Microsoft Azure Security Center, Barracuda
security solutions are engineered for the cloud,
offering dynamic scaling, API-based configurations, integration with Azure Active Directory
and Azure App Service.
Barracuda’s Azure-ready solutions include
Barracuda Web Application Firewall for Azure,
a highly scalable security solution that protects
applications from targeted and automated attacks,
including data breaches, defacement, OWASP
Top 10 attacks, and application-layer DDoS.
Meanwhile, Barracuda NextGen Firewall for
Azure offers powerful next-generation firewalling – including full application visibility
and user awareness – to secure connectivity.
Financial services customers can build secure
multi-tier architectures in Azure to keep a level
of segregation between tiers for optimal security.
The reassurance and familiarity we offer customers is reflected in the fact that we were
recently named Microsoft Azure Certified ISV
Partner of the Year. This achievement speaks to
the growing momentum Barracuda has in public
cloud, and the strength of Barracuda’s relationship with Microsoft. We will continue to work
together to design, build and plan new solutions
that empower customers with the best possible
experience to fully leverage the benefits of the
cloud, while maintaining the security and control they require.
Chris Hill is director of business development for
the EMEA region at Barracuda
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Taking relevant action
VeriPark’s Next Best Action solution is helping financial institutions to deliver
personalised customer experiences

T

oday, many financial institutions are struggling to retain customers who view financial operations primarily as mundane and
transactional: paying bills, viewing accounts,
purchasing insurance and checking statements.
In response, they are going beyond their traditional boundaries to find ways of addressing more
than standard financial needs. They’re extending
their digital ecosystem, working with partners in
industries like transportation, utilities and more to
offer a greater range of services – and customers
are loving it. By enabling customers to do more
than just perform traditional transactions, financial institutions have a huge opportunity to get
customers to stick, while creating new revenue
opportunities for themselves and for other businesses. Delivering a personalised customer experience with targeted and relevant offers, which are
optimised to the needs of each customer, becomes
significantly important for the organisations.
VeriPark’s Next Best Action addresses each
individual customer specifically and delivers
intelligent interactions across all inbound and
outbound channels at the right time. When a
customer takes the initiative to contact the financial institution, their provider must be ready to
take relevant actions via their preferred channel
at that specific moment when they are most open
to evaluate upsell and cross-sell offers. Using big
data and advanced analytics capabilities of the
Microsoft Cortana Intelligence Suite, including
machine learning, VeriPark’s Next Best Action
aggregates and analyses data from all touch
points to recommend the optimal next action.
VeriPark’s Next Best Action considers all the
possible actions before financial institutions try
to sell any product to the customer and the system prioritises the open complaints, delinquency
alerts, compliancy issues and event retention alerts
on top of next best offers, thereby increasing the
likelihood of a positive response. The solution
helps financial institutions to deliver intelligent
and coordinated messages across all inbound
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and outbound channels, such as contact centre,
branch, internet banking, ATM, kiosk, web, e-mail
and social media. In addition, with its channel
synchronisation concept, captured responses during the interaction are pushed across all the digital
channels to prevent customers being proposed the
same offer via a different channel.
VeriPark’s Next Best Action and ready to use
database models for banking and ınsurance consider the customer’s demographic, behavioural
and financial transactions. And with the daily
scoring operations, financial institutions can be
ready for the customer when contact is made. In
addition, product propensity and size estimation
machine learning methods are combined, enabling financial institutions to present offers with
the highest company benefits first.
Imagine a bank with 15 million customers and
10 products on the market. The banking system
needs to make 150 million complex calculations
to calculate the next best action for the customer.
However, with the help of Microsoft Azure
Machine Learning technology, VeriPark’s Next
Best Action uses the unlimited computing power
of the cloud to complete vast numbers of calculations within hours in a 100% safe mode thanks
to Microsoft’s strong contractual commitment to
safeguard customer data and protect privacy.
Through the combination of the Microsoft cloud
and VeriPark’s Next Best Action solution, financial
institutions can turn data into insight, ideas into
action, and customer events into opportunities.

Next Best Action
highlights suitable
offers and
recommended
products for customers
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Powerful screening
We speak with Microsoft and Temenos about how they are taking advantage of the
cloud to deliver a more effective and cost-efficient screening solution
BY REBECCA L AMBERT

T

emenos Screen is a new enterprise solution
available to customers as an app running
in the Microsoft cloud. The technology –
which allows financial services institutions to
screen and accurately profile their customers and
all types of transactions on watch lists – aims to
transform the efficacy of reducing financial crime.
It has been available to customers as an
on-premise solution for some time, but Carr

Phillips, Microsoft’s global industry director of
Services Industries, says that the fact it is now available from the Microsoft cloud is an exciting development. “By moving Temenos’ Screen solution to
the cloud, we are able to roll it out to a bank much
faster,” he says. “It is also much easier to update.”
Temenos’ partnership with Microsoft goes
back many years. “We have been working with
Microsoft Azure since 2011, when together we
became the first providers to put core banking
in the cloud,” explains Adam Gable, product
director of Financial Crime and Treasury at
Temenos. “By offering Temenos solutions in the
cloud, we are enabling financial organisations
to operate with lower costs and more flexibility
and, by extension, helping them to deliver financial services quickly without the complexity and
expense of in-house IT systems.”
Temenos currently has two financial crime
solutions available on Azure: Screen and Profile

(an advanced anti-money laundering solution).
“Screen is also available through the Microsoft
AppSource platform, where we offer the chance
to experience three free trial experiences
(Transaction Alert Manager, Watch List Manager
and Knowledge Manager),” adds Gable.
Making Screen available via the AppSource portal is part of Microsoft’s ongoing efforts to partner
with industry experts and bring proven solutions
to customers via the cloud. “What we’re doing at
the moment is identifying specific business processes and making trusted solutions available to
them via our secure cloud,” Phillips explains.
Compared to traditional sanction screening technologies, Screen has a few standout attributes. “It
is highly automated, which means that the cost
of screening transactions is reduced and overall
operational efficiency is enhanced,” Gable says.
“Through this automation and accurate profiling,
Screen has an extremely low false positive rate,
which means high straight through processing.
It can also discover internal misbehaviour like
stripping relevant information out of transactions
(an issue encountered previously, which has led to
heavy fines being incurred by banks). In addition, it
is able to detect politically exposed persons within
customer databases, which may have slipped
through manual Know Your Customer checks.”
Now available through the Microsoft Cloud,
Screen offers businesses a host of extra benefits. “The speed, scalability and flexibility of the
cloud enables banks to maximise the efficiency of
their transaction screening and grow limitlessly,”
Phillips explains, adding that the solution can
easily integrate with a bank’s existing software.
“Microsoft’s cloud is the world’s largest hyperscale
solution, used by 90% of the Fortune 500. By moving solutions like Temenos Screen to our compliant, secure environment, we are able to offer
industry-leading technologies to our customers
in the most cost-effective and reliable manner.”
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Harnessing
the power of
analytics
Insurers have an opportunity to identify and act upon new insights within their
business to improve loss ratios and boost sales with better customer service
BY REBECCA L AMBERT

D

ata rich but information poor – that’s how
many consider the state of the insurance
industry at present, and it’s costing both
businesses and their customers. Today, the total
cost of general insurance fraud in the US is estimated to be more than US$40 billion per year,
representing approximately 10% of the industry’s incurred losses. It means that the average
US household can expect a rise in premiums of
anything between US$400 and US$600.
Fraud isn’t the only issue. Reports suggest that
insurers can do more to use the data available
to them to tackle others areas of their business
too. Accenture’s 2016 report, Harnessing the
data exhaust stream: Changing the way the
insurance game is played, estimates that insurers
can “increase profitability by between 16 and 21
combined ratio points by using analytics to more
precisely measure risk, anticipate and prevent
losses, and increase sales via more targeted distribution strategies.”
Jonathan Silverman, Microsoft’s director of
worldwide insurance industry solutions, concurs. “Analytics and the ability to gain actionable
insight from your data sources is key to building
good business outcomes and addressing regulatory pressures,” he says. “We are starting to see
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more demand for claims reporting and analytics
related to improving loss ratios in general (property and casualty insurance) carriers and for
improving customer intimacy.”
The first area – gaining insights to improve loss
ratios – comes down to having the ability to better analyse vast data streams, extending to new
unstructured forms of data, such as social media.
“For example, when checking a disability claim
for a back injury and seeing that the insured is
posting photos of him working on his new roofing project on Instagram,” explains Silverman.
“Or a new life policy holder who applied as a
non-smoker but has been tagged in a photo on
Facebook outside a bar having a cigarette.”
In the past, claims processing has been a very
manual process, but technology is giving carriers
the use of rules-based engines, predictive modelling and cognitive services. “Claims processing
solutions based on the Microsoft platform provide end-to-end functionality, covering functions from first notice of loss to settlement and
recovery,” Silverman says.
American Family Insurance – one of the largest
property and casualty insurers in the US – provides a good case in point. It is using a solution
called Insurer Analytics from Microsoft partner
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1insurer to perform near real-time analyses, helping it to save money and improve its processes.
Insurer Analytics runs on Microsoft SQL Server
and takes advantage of its business intelligence
capabilities to provide dashboard reporting, realtime analytics and management reporting.
With more information at their fingertips,
insurers not only stand to gain valuable new
insights into risk factors, but they can serve their
customers better too.
“Customer and product analytics solutions enable employees to get the insight they need – helping them to increase profitability, enhance brand
perception, and improve customer acquisition,
cross-selling and retention,” Silverman explains.
This comes down to giving employees familiar
tools they use every day. “With Microsoft-based
customer and product analytics solutions, you
can capitalise on internal and external data to
gain a complete end-to-end view of the customer,” adds Silverman.
Insurers are turning to new technologies like
the Cortana Analytics Suite (CAS) – a fully managed big data and advanced analytics suite – to
give employees the insights they need.
European property and casualty insurance
company If P&C Insurance is doing just that. It
has recently completed a pilot project using CAS,
with a focus on Azure Machine Learning, to
handle different aspects of predictive modelling.
Use cases included predicting churn – seeing
the likelihood of whether or not a customer will
cancel the policy in a 40-day window surrounding their renewal date – and predicting upsell
opportunities – looking into the probability of
success of a potential upsell communication. In
all areas evaluated, the performance of the CAS
solution met or exceeded If P&C’s expectations.
Looking ahead, insurance carriers are beginning to explore how they can use bots to bring
more value and efficiency to their processes too.
“In combination with Azure Machine Learning,
they can be used to gain a 360-degree view of
the customer, uncover new insights and improve
process efficiencies,” Silverman says. “In all, our
end-to-end analytics platform provides insurers
with the ability to gain real-time insight into risk
exposure, increase loyalty and revenue with customer and product analytics, drive scale, agility
and improved economics by transferring workloads to the cloud, all while growing premiums
and reducing customer churn.”

VIEWPOINT

Harnessing data
Tristan Astin discusses the importance
of turning vast reams of data into
useful insights
Insurers have a wealth of data in their systems but many
fail to consolidate it and turn it into useful information that
decisions, rules and predictions can be made upon.
Decision support tools need to be put in place that enable
management to focus their time and attention on the key
decisions that will have the most positive effect on their
business. For example, our 1insurer Claims solution, using
the 1insurer Analytics product, flags claims that require
closer inspection or escalation handling by adjusters.
Today, insurers can use data to identify market trends,
customer experience models and engagement activity.
Doing this, they can understand their internal organisation
and the external marketplace, and make faster, more
accurate decisions.
Tristan Astin is development manager
of analytics at 1insurer
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Claims in the cloud
 atti Griffin explains how cloud solutions
P
are poised to give fast, cost-effective
claims handling and analytics capabilities
Every business needs an end-to-end solution, which
provides seamless interactions with customers from
first notice to resolution. A comprehensive on-premise
solution can deliver the functionality needed to effectively
manage any insurer ’s claims operation, but progressing to
a software as a service (SaaS) cloud solution is like moving
from a landline to a smartphone.
A cloud solution, like Duck Creek On-Demand/SaaS
delivered via Microsoft Azure, offers a holistic approach
that spans infrastructure, software, support, upgrades
and security. For any claims operation, moving to an SaaS
cloud solution is more than just implementing the next
new technology. Duck Creek On-Demand allows carriers
to enhance their business and focus on innovation to
better serve the customer.
Patti Griffin is chief product officer at
Duck Creek Technologies
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Unlock the potential of
telematics data
Smartphones, connected cars and the Internet of Things are generating a
deluge of new data about driving behaviours and preferences. So how can
motor insurers take this data and turn it into competitive advantage?
We can help you offer today’s consumers the differentiated products and
services they expect with:
 Secure, scalable technology for data collection and processing
 An industry-leading driving score trusted by insurers on five continents
 Licensing and regulatory approvals that get you to market efficiently
Learn more at willistowerswatson.com/DriveAbility
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Are you ready for UBI?
K AT I E D E G R A A F : W I L L I S T O W E R S W AT S O N

Usage-based motor insurance (UBI) is generating a huge amount of
interest at the moment. But is your IT infrastructure ready for it?

I

n the last 15 years or so, almost seven million
American drivers have agreed to have their
driving behaviours monitored using telematics in return for a potentially cheaper auto
insurance policy. The market growth to date
has mainly relied on UBI pioneers persuading
consumers to have an in-car device fitted in
their car to gather details such as speed, braking and location.
Now, smartphones, connected cars and other
data sources from the internet of things promise to unleash the potential of UBI as a true
mass-market product, particularly because the
emerging technologies will reduce insurers’
costs and should enable policyholders to determine at the quote stage if a telematics policy
will benefit them before they buy one.

“The good news for insurers’ IT
departments is that technology
supplied by the customer should
effectively eliminate the need to
manage technology fulfilment”
A burning question, however, is how property
and casualty insurers’ IT systems will keep pace
at a time when they are already under greater
stress than ever before from big data, pricing
and policy administration demands.
The good news for insurance companies’ IT
departments is that technology supplied by
the customer (bring-your-own-device) should
effectively eliminate the need to manage technology fulfilment.

The harder part will be handling, analysing
and sharing exponentially larger volumes of
data. The complexity of creating appropriately
flexible systems will rise as will the potential of
the analysis paralysis that gripped many early
UBI programmes.
There will be no one-size-fits-all approach or
fixed timescale. The key will be to balance what
the company wants to achieve with its IT and
resource capabilities - and then find the right
partners to fill in any holes.
Partners that have the capability to adapt with
technology will be very important. For example, the explosion in the volume and origins
of data that could be useful to UBI means that
organisations with experience managing and
analysing diverse, non-uniform and multisource data – everything from summarised trip
level events to accelerometer readings – should
increasingly come into their own. And with all
this additional data to manage, partners that
provide the skills and technology to turn the
data into useful knowledge for the parts of the
organisation that need them, often confronted
by a complex web of legacy systems, will be
particularly valuable.
Effective telematics programmes will need
a strong, resilient and forward-looking IT
and analytics base – that much is certain.
However, a significant danger will be trying to
over-engineer the solution. Companies operating in the industry will need to build in flexibility, identify suitable, like-minded partners,
and act fast to avoid forever playing catch-up at
this potential tipping point for UBI.
Katie DeGraaf is a senior consultant specialising
in insurance telematics at Willis Towers Watson
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Armed and dangerous
HPE Enterprise Services’ David Rimmer and Chris Moyer predict how modern
tools will help financial services institutions to boost productivity and profits
BY REBECCA GIBSON

T

wo factors are driving an operational revolution in the global financial services
market, claims David Rimmer, director
of Innovation for Financial Services at HPE
Enterprise Services (HPE ES).
“First, banking profit levels haven’t returned
to 2008 levels so employee productivity is now
a fundamental issue for all banks and they’re
looking at increasing the tools and capabilities
for their staff to up-sell and cross-sell,” he says.
“Another big trend is fintech. This is bringing a
completely different approach to financial services – not just via new products, but also in
consumer-style approaches to both the customers and employees.”
Certainly, modernisation is something financial
services institutions can no longer ignore, agrees
Chris Moyer, vice president of Mobility and
Workplace and CTO at HPE ES.

“We’re seeing an approach where
we actually tune the experience
for various kinds of users“
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HPE ES

“Banks are trying to be accurate and modern
enterprises are all about giving employees the best
solutions so they can get the right information at
the right time on the right device so they can make
the right decisions,” he says. “In the past, a laptop
or desktop worked with a one- or two-size-fits-all
approach, but now we’re seeing a much different
approach where we actually tune the experience
for various kinds of users in financial services.”
Traders, for example, can be equipped with
high-powered, low-latency workstation-based
solutions in the office, whereas consumer-facing
employees can be given access to information
on a mobile device.

“Whether it be a tablet or smartphone, they
need something that is easy to take with them so
they can interact directly with customers,” Moyer
explains. “As an employee, I want to be as armed
and dangerous as I can be with information so that
when customers come in, I know enough about
them to serve them well. This leads to up-selling
and profitability.”
HPE ES is developing solutions to empower
financial services employees – including some on
the Microsoft Dynamics platform. For example,
HPE ES created a tablet-based solution for customer-facing associates at a Germany-based financial management and pension advisory company.
“Sales agents can sit down with customers
to model their financial goals and help them
understand how much they need to invest over
time,” says Rimmer. “It’s dynamic and interactive, which really increases the level of customer
engagement and trust.”
Moyer expects financial services institutions to
prioritise giving employees these consumer-like
experiences (backed by enterprise-grade security)
and instant collaboration capabilities soon. “We’re
starting to see smarter workplace environments
with smarter employees in the sense that they have
more information so they can be more effective at
their jobs and have some fun. It’s now very easy to
do, so a lot of banks and financial services companies are doing it.”
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IT as a business
enabler
The Dutch insurance provider Aevitae has deployed Barracuda firewalls from
Data Unit to gain seamless end-to-end data security for Microsoft Azure

A

evitae protects a quarter of a million customers across the Netherlands and processed over six million digital claims in
2016. On top of being the Netherlands’ leading
insurance provider, it also prides itself on being
a technology pioneer.
Having recently moved to the Microsoft
Azure hybrid cloud in a bid to bridge its existing data centres with a new cloud data centre,
Aevitae realised that it needed a new firewall
solution – one that would provide seamless,
end-to-end data visibility across its new,
hybrid environment.
Microsoft introduced Aevitae to Barracuda,
who proposed using its partner Data Unit for
the implementation. “We have direct experience with all the leading firewall vendors, but
only Barracuda could provide a single unified
platform that would show us our data both
within our own data centres and behind the
Azure firewall,” said Pascal Wenders, ICT team
leader at Aevitae.
The three companies worked as a single partnership to design and implement a security
framework that would achieve Aevitae’s goals.
While most proofs-of-concept (POC) take
thirty days, Aevitae needed a full three months
of evaluation to ensure the new framework
would work with its two on-premises data
centres and its growing Azure deployment.
The fact that the same solutions would work
on-premises as well as in Azure simplified the
management of this solution and also meant
Aevitae could monitor and manage their data
using a single vendor, regardless of where the
transactions were occurring.
With the Barracuda NextGen Firewall F-Series,
Aevitae benefits from a single management tool.

It can apply one global ruleset to all of its firewalls, whether they are on-premise or in Azure.
The ability to manage everything with a single
ruleset also allows it to easily migrate settings
from one Azure zone to another, and changes
are automatically applied in every location.
Aevitae was impressed at the end of the POC: It
can merely ‘throw the switch’ and turn the POC
into a production environment, which greatly
streamlines the deployment. It’s now easier for
the company to migrate workloads to Azure, and
it is looking at the Barracuda TINA tunnel as a
way to create a wholly-meshed network between
its data centres and Azure.
Together, the Barracuda NextGen Firewall
F-Series and Web Application Firewalls running on the Microsoft Azure cloud platform
have revolutionised Aevitae’s IT and has greatly
improved the company’s productivity and security. IT is now a business enabler, helping spur
Aevitae’s growth.

Aevitae protects a
quarter of a million
customers across the
Netherlands
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